STUNNING OCEAN & MT TORO VIEWS

25836 PASEO REAL, LOT 20, BAY RIDGE MONTEREY
Spectacular 3.8 acre setting in a supreme ridge top position over looking the vast expanse of sea and city lights on the Monterey Peninsula.
North and South facing exposures create diverse vistas in all directions
including the shimmering pacific, the fertile Salinas Valley, Steinbeck’s
pastures of heaven and the majestic Santa Lucia’s of Carmel Valley.
Sample architectural plans for a stunning single story ocean view Italian villa estate home. This premium
gated estate neighborhood enjoys all of the peace, privacy and tranquility of European country lifestyle living yet is just minutes away from the hustle and bustle of the peninsula cities. You will leave your work at
the office each day and return home to remind yourself what life is all about.

Offered at $849,000

GAYLE & CLIFF CRUSAN
MARK TAMAGNI
831-595-1501
DREAMS… we turn them into your address

PLANS FOR A STUNNING 5800+ SQUARE FOOT ESTATE
5 BEDROOMS, 5.35 BATHROOMS, GREAT ROOM, MEDIA ROOM, 3 CAR GARAGE ON 3.8 ACRES

BAY RIDGE

MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA
Privacy & Seclusion Yet Close to Town

Noted for it gorgeous pastoral settings, Bay Ridge is located along Highway 68 just across from Pasadera. Highway 68 is a
California Scenic highway which receives special conservation treatment to protect its natural beauty. This area above the
spectacular California's Pacific Coast in Monterey, enjoys stunning and breathtaking views from its many private and secluded parcels. Its central location along Scenic Route 68, “The Gateway to the Monterey Peninsula” makes it convenient to all
cities and areas in Monterey County. The Monterey Airport is just 5 minutes away, and it is 12 miles to Carmel, 12 miles to
Salinas and only 8.0 miles to downtown Monterey or Carmel Valley Village.
This location enjoys exceptional weather for the area. At approximately 1100 feet, Bay Ridge is frequently above the fog-line
in the warmth of the sun. The temperature is 5 to 10 degrees warmer than Monterey proper and as much as 15 degrees
warmer than Pebble Beach allowing for the utilization of outdoor spaces on a consistent basis. With its peaceful location and
private settings Bay Ridge offers a higher quality of life not often found within the city limits of Monterey. All this and an exceptional price point create a slice of paradise which could be yours.

Discriminating persons, seeking a tranquil environment of exquisite beauty, privacy, magnificent
views, and impeccable weather will find in BAY RIDGE the culmination of their dreams.
Information deemed to be accurate but not guaranteed
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